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Executive Summary
This report summarises the volcanic activity at Soufrière Hills Montserrat for the period 1 November
2010 to 30 April 2011, including all monitoring and visual observations.
Activity during the reporting period has been low. Rockfall (RF) and pyroclastic flow (PF) activity has
remained low and there have been only minor PFs as a result of dome degradation.
Ten seismically detectable lahars have occurred in the Belham valley associated with rainfall.
The SO2 output remains below the eruption average but periods of increased but fluctuating SO2 have
occurred. Ground deformation continues to show slow inflation. The ‘pause’ in lava extrusion which
started on 11 February 2010 continues and is now fifteen months long at time of writing.
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1. Volcanic Activity for the period 1 November 2010 to 30 April 2011
1.1 Narrative

Fig 1.1.1 Seismic, GPS and SO2 monitoring data for the period 1 November – 30 April 2011. Top: Number of seismic
events detected and identified on seismic system. Middle: GPS Northing of station GERD (GAMIT processing).
Bottom: Measured daily SO2 flux.

Activity has been low throughout the reporting period, although sporadic relatively small degradation
pyroclastic flows (PFs) and rockfalls (RFs) have occurred. The source of these RFs and PFs has been
similar to those reported in MVO report to SAC 15, from three different sources on the remaining lava
dome:
 above the Gages valley on the western side
 to the north from the head of the 11 February collapse scar and
 on the east south eastern side at the head of the Tar River valley
There have been very few RFs or PFs from other areas of the dome.
Seismicity has been low but departures away from this have been very brief bursts of volcano tectonic
(VT) earthquake ‘strings’ which have occurred a number of times across the reporting period. At least
one of these, on 3 December 2010, was associated with a visible increase in gas output and minor ash
venting (see Fig. 1.2.5).
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Fig 1.1.2 Seismically detected lahars in the Belham valley region (red lines) from 1 November 2010 to 1
May 2011. Blue lines are rainfall in (mm/hour) from MVO tipping bucket rain gauge. Black lines are St
Georges Hill weather station tipping bucket rain gauge.
There have been 10 seismically recorded lahars in the Belham valley region during the reporting period
(Figure 1.1.2). Lahars have been considerably less frequent than the previous reporting period and many
are quite small, although a number of events occurred in November and December toward the end of
the 2010 rainy season and a few events occurred in April associated with the start of the 2011 rainy
season. It seems that rainfall above 10 mm /hour is generally associated with lahar activity (Figure
1.1.2). It should be noted that this is very tentative as it is based on data from a single rain gauge. MVO
now has two operational weather stations, one at St Georges and another at Windy Hill.

1.2 Seismic Activity from 01 November 2010 to 30 April 2011
1.2.1 Summary
The level of seismic activity recorded at SHV during this period has been generally low in the context of
the whole eruption. Figure 1.2.1 shows the daily counts of the different earthquake types for the period
01 November 2010 to 30 April 2011 inclusive. The pattern of total earthquake counts is dominated by
declining numbers of rockfall events, with several “strings” of VT earthquakes the only departures from
this trend. Low-frequency seismicity, encompassing long-period events, hybrid events and long-period
rockfalls, has been extremely low. This pattern of seismicity is typical of a pause in extrusive activity, and
is consistent with the level of activity seen in previous pauses.
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Figure 1.2.1. Daily counts of the different earthquake types recorded by the MVO network between 01
November 2010 and 30 April 2011. The total count of all event types is shown at the top, followed by
individual counts for VT events, Hybrids, LP events, LP/Rockfalls and Rockfalls below.
1.2.2 Current levels of seismicity
The total counts and mean daily event rate for each event type are given in Table 1.2.1. The counts are
given for both the reporting period and for the whole of Pause 5, from 11 February 2010 onwards.
Comparing the event rates in Table 1.2.1 with the rates calculated for pauses and extrusion phases
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presented in the MVO Report to SAC13 (OFR-09/03), the total mean daily event rate of 2.71 is consistent
with the event rates seen during previous pauses, which vary from 1.4 to 17.5.
Figure 1.2.1, together with the numbers in Table 1.2.1 suggest a slight decrease in rockfall activity during
this reporting period, with an average of 1.47 rockfalls per day compared to 2.21 for the whole of the
current pause. This is further illustrated in Figure 1.2.2, which shows a trend of declining numbers of
rockfalls with time throughout the whole of Pause 5 (since 11 Feb 2010).
Table 1.2.1 also shows a small increase in the number of VT earthquakes, with an average of 1.17 events
per day compared to 0.71 for the whole of the current pause. A large proportion of these have occurred
within VT strings, and these are discussed in more detail in the following section. Figure 1.2.3 shows the
hypocentres of all VT earthquakes recorded by the MVO network that were able to be located. These
locations are, as usual, subject to large errors and network biases, but the locations are consistent with
all recent VT seismicity, located beneath the dome at depths between 1 and 4 km. The VT earthquakes
forming the VT strings do not depart from this pattern, within the error of locations, and are not unusual
or different in any way. Since only two hybrid events occurred during the reporting period (see Figure
1.2.1), their locations are not reported here.
Another point to note is the very low level of low-frequency seismicity during this period. This is an
important observation, as a lack of low-frequency seismicity forms one the three criteria set out in the
SAC12 Technical Report for defining the end of the eruption: “Criterion 2. An absence of low frequency
seismic swarms and tremors associated with the magmatic system.” Based on this definition, and the
very low levels of low-frequency seismicity recorded at SHV, it would appear that this criterion has been
met during the reporting period. However, there are two other criteria regarding the levels of
deformation and gas output, and all three must be met for a period of 1 year for the eruption to be
considered at an end, and this is clearly not the case currently.
Figure 1.2.1 shows that no volcanic LP events were recorded, but several hundred non-volcanic LP
earthquakes, resulting from rough seas/large swell were recorded between 23 and 26 December 2010.
However, it was decided that for clarity, and to avoid confusion in the future, that these should not be
included within the counts – since local or regional tectonic earthquakes, for example, are not included.

Event Type
LP/Rockfall
Hybrid
LP
Rockfall
VT

Pause 5 (since 11 Feb 2010)
Total
Events/Day
74
0.17
80
0.18
58
0.13
978
2.21
314
0.71

2010-11-01 – 2011-04-30
Total
Events/Day
12
0.07
2
0.01
0
0
265
1.47
210
1.17

Total
1504
3.40
664
2.71
Table 1.2.1. Total number of events and mean daily event rates for each earthquake type during (a)
the whole of Pause 5 and (b) the period covered by this report.
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Figure 1.2.2. Daily counts of rockfall events between 11 February 2010, the end of Phase 5 extrusion,
and 30 April 2011. The red line represents a 30-day moving average of the daily event counts. The last 6
months of activity during this reporting period continue to follow the trend of declining rockfall activity
that was noted previously in the MVO Report to SAC 15 (OFR 10-02a).
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Figure 1.2.3. Hypocentres of located VT earthquakes recorded on the MVO seismic network between 01
November 2010 and 30 April 2011. Error bars indicate the error estimates in hypocentral latitude,
longitude and depth.
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1.2.3 VT Strings
VT strings have become a feature of this eruption since late 2007 and were discussed in some detail in
the last report (OFR 10-02a), but it is worth reiterating their defining characteristics here. Our working
definition of a VT String is a short, intense swarm of VT earthquakes, which meets some or all of the
following criteria:






Activity lasts less than an hour.
Very low background level of VT activity.
More than 4 large VT earthquakes, i.e. VT events that trigger earthworm.
More than 10 smaller VT earthquakes.
The first VT earthquake is not the largest.

Several more VT strings were observed during the period of this report and are listed in Table 1.2.2
which gives the times, duration and number of earthquakes recorded. It should be noted that Table
1.2.2 only lists earthquakes large enough to trigger the earthworm event detection algorithm, and many
more lower amplitude events were identified from manual inspection of the continuous data.
The first observation is that VT strings appear to be occurring more frequently than previously. In MVO
report to SAC 15 (OFR 10-02a) a total of 18 VT strings were identified in 35 months between November
2007 and October 2010. Although it is possible that some VT strings may have been missed in the past,
the fact that 11 more were recorded in the 6 months covered by this report demonstrates a clear
increase in this type of seismicity at SHV.
The most intense and largest VT string occurred on 28 Feb 2011, with 36 triggered earthquakes
recorded in just over 1 hour. The helicorder plot from station MBLY for this event is shown in Figure
1.2.4. Event 4, on the 03 December 2010, occurred during the MVO Open Day and was followed by
increased and more vigorous degassing from a vent in the floor of the collapse scar, beginning
approximately 1 hour after the occurrence of the seismicity and lasting for several hours (see Figures
1.2.4 and 1.2.5).
In a broader context, the total number of VT strings recorded and identified now stands at 29 since
November 2007. Of these, only 10 have been associated with surface volcanic activity. None of the 11
strings recorded in the last 6 months had any subsequent tremor signal or surface activity such as the
ash venting seen preceding Phase 4 of extrusion in May/July 2008 and Phase 5 in October 2009.
This could question their usefulness as a direct precursory forecasting tool of extrusive activity, although
the observation that no onset of eruptive activity since May 2008 has not been preceded by a VT string
is still a valid one.
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VT earthquakes can be triggered by either slip on a pre-existing fracture or by a sudden formation of a
new fracture. A working hypothesis is that VT strings could represent small volumes of the rock-mass
which have been relatively unaffected by the eruptive activity, and therefore might be expected to
occur on the periphery of previous activity, since the absence of VT swarm activity could indicate that
almost all the pre-stored stress has been previously released. This idea is not supported by the
hypocentral locations however, which suggest VT string earthquakes are still occurring at shallow (less
than 5km) depths below the dome, although their large uncertainties make this a tentative assertion.
This, along with their link apparent link to, and correlation with, surface activity demonstrates that VT
strings at SHV are a phenomenon which requires further research and investigation.

Date / Time

Triggering

Located

Duration of String

#

(UTC)

VTs

VTs

(minutes)

1

03-Nov-2010 12:53

1

1

6

2

15-Nov-2010 21:12

2

2

14

3

26-Nov-2010 11:59

26

18

86

4

03-Dec-2010 12:08

11

11

32. Followed by
vigorous gas venting

5

08-Dec-2010 09:32

9

6

5

6

23-Jan-2011 02:34

5

4

30

7

12-Feb-2011 02:07

7

7

6

8

16-Feb-2011 19:05

7

7

40

9

23-Feb-2011 19:59

19

19

47

10

28-Mar-2011 19:06

36

36

61

11

30-Mar-2011 23:42

3

3

2

Table 1.2.2. Table listing the VT Strings observed at the SHV during reporting period between 01
November 2010 and 30 April 2011. The table lists the date and onset time of the string, the number of
VT events that triggered the earthworm event detection algorithm, the number of events that were
located, and the approximate duration of the string in minutes.
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Figure 1.2.4. Helicorder plots from station MBLY, showing the four largest VT strings (in terms of event
numbers) of those listed in Table 1.2.2. None of the strings were followed by subsequent tremor signals,
and only the string on the 03 December had associated surface activity, with vigorous gas venting
occurring for several hours following the seismicity (see Figure 1.2.5).
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Figure 1.2.5. Vigorous gas venting following the VT string on 03 December 2010. The top plot shows the
normalised seismic envelope from the vertical component of station MBLY for 7 hours on 03 December
2010, highlighting the VT string between 12:08 and 12:40 UTC. Below is a sequence of photos from the
remote camera at Jack Boy Hill which captured the vigorous degassing from the vent in the floor of the
collapse scar. This began about 1 hour after the seismicity, at around 13:30 UTC, and continued for
several hours. There was no tremor or other seismic signal associated with the venting.

1.3 Ground Deformation
Ground deformation measurements made during the reporting period indicate a signal that is typical of
repose periods, suggesting ‘inflation’ of the volcanic edifice.
1.3.1 cGPS
Measurements from the local continuous GPS network show that the current deformation has a similar
trend at similar velocities to observations from previous pauses in extrusion. Figure 1.3.1 shows an
example time series from the MVO1 (Mongo Hill) cGPS station, recording northerly displacement that is
similar to other periods of repose.
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P2

Phase 3

P4a P4b

P5

Figure 1.3.1 Change in the Northing component of MVO1 between 2003 and 2011 and associated
uncertainties. Phases of lava extrusion are shaded and labelled. GPS positions are estimated using a
network of regional stations for stabilisation; the contribution from tectonic displacement has not been
estimated.
Horizontal displacement vectors (Figure 1.3.2) show a trend of approximately radial divergence around
SHV which is interpreted as the response of the ground surface to pressure accumulation in the volcanic
system. Comparable velocity fields have been observed during previous pauses in extrusion on
Montserrat (figures are included in Appendix) and contrast strongly with patterns of relatively rapid
radial contraction seen during extrusive phases.
1.3.2 EDM
EDM measurements show a lengthening of the baseline from Jack Boy Hill to Hermitage – the opposite
signal to that measured during Phase 5 extrusion – in agreement with GPS observations of flank
inflation. A similar lengthening appears to be occurring on the Broderick’s-to-Upper St Patrick’s baseline,
on the opposite side of the volcano. The line between MVO and Lee’s Yard appears not to be strongly
responsive to volcanic activity. This could be due to a buffering effect by the Gages Mountain batholith.
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Figure 1.3.2 Horizontal velocity estimates of cGPS stations during Pause 5. Displacements are calculated
relative to St Croix (CRO1). For comparisons with previous pauses see Appendix at the end of this report.
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Figure 1.3.3 Changes in the length of EDM-measured baselines from Jack Boy Hill to Hermitage (blue),
MVO to Lee’s Yard (red), Broderick’s DOAS site to Upper St Patrick’s (black, dashed), MVO to Gages
Mountain (purple, dashed) and MVO to Upper Farrell’s Plain (green, dashed). Solid lines show a 3-point
rolling average. Periods of lava extrusion are shaded.

1.4 Gas Monitoring
1.4.1 SO2 Emissions
This report covers SO2 emissions from over the past 400 or so days starting from late March 2010 till
present, during which flux values were obtained for 87% of the days. Most of the daily flux values
obtained during this period are below the long term average of 530 t/d (Fig. 1.4.1). Three distinct
periods of elevated SO2 flux are noticed in May 2010, late November 2010 and March 2011 till present.
The first period of elevated flux in lasted from May 2nd to May 5th 2010 where the daily flux was around
1250 t/d. This increase can be seen quite easily on a cumulative plot (Fig. 1.4.2) where the slope of the
graph increases in early May 2010. The short lived increase was followed by a steady output of roughly
300 t/d. This lasted until about September 2010 when there was a slight drop off in emissions. This drop
off was also short lived and increased fluxes were recorded again, starting in late November 2010
(Figure 1.4.2). This lasted till late December/early January and was then followed by a period of steady
emissions and another increase starting in March 2011. The elevated levels of SO2 continue at the time
of writing.
Based on the long term degassing pattern observed for the DOAS data set, it is fair to say that most if
not all of the period in consideration occurred in a “Trough”. The daily average over the period is 375 t/d
this value plots between the daily averages of 406 t/d and 304 t/d observed during the first and second
troughs respectively (Table 1.4.1). It must however be noted that a single daily flux value of 13000 t/d
was recorded on October 8th 2004, removal of this value brings the average daily flux for T1 down to 311
t/d. The lower yield (70%) for T1 also suggests that the 406 t/d of T1 may be less representative than the
304 t/d and 375 t/d obtained for T2 and T3 respectively. Based on these observations, it could be argued
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that the present trough is more intense and possibly longer than the previous two. This observation
along with the third and most recent peak being more intense and longer than the previous two
suggests the system is still volatile rich and active.
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Figure 1.4.1 Daily flux and HCL: SO2 ratios post Phase 5

Figure 1.4.2 Cumulative plot of SO2 post phase 5
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Troughs
T1
T2
T3

Daily
Duration/days % yield
Average
406
246
70
304
343
92
375
415
87

Table 1.4.1 Comparison of trough output and durations

1.5 Dome Volume and Morphology
1.5.1 Dome Volume
The volume of material remaining in the dome following the partial collapse on 11 February 2010 has
been reappraised using the same methodology as described in the MVO Report to SAC14, but with more
photographs. As a result of this, the dome volume prior to the collapse has been estimated to be 244 x
106 m3. As was reported to SAC14 by MVO (MVO 2010), an estimated 40-50 x 106 m3 of material was
removed from the dome during the partial collapse of 11 February 2010. Thus, assuming the upper
value was the volume of the collapse, approximately 194 x 106 m3 remained in the dome, post-collapse.
This volume is a dense rock equivalent volume.
There has been no extrusion of lava since the end of Phase 5 on 11 February 2010. Therefore, there has
been no increase in the dome volume. There has, however, been some PF activity that has removed
material from the dome. Between 12 February 2010 and 30 April 2011, 85 observed PFs have occurred.
Of these, 31 have been estimated to be of moderate-large size with runouts of up to 2 km. It has not
been possible to make direct measurements of the deposit volumes for the flows due to their proximity
to the dome. However, it is possible to estimate the volume of material involved in these flows using
empirical relations between runout and volume (Wadge et al., 2010). Based on these relationships,
moderate PFs have a volume on the order of 105 m3 and smaller flows have a volume on the order of 104
m3 (Table 1.5.1). Thus, with 31 moderate-large PFs occurring and 54 small flows (runouts up to 1 km), a
total of 3.65 x 106 m3 is estimated to have been removed from the dome. This amounts to a 1.9%
decrease in dome volume since 12 February 2010. The volume of the dome at the end of the current
reporting period is approximately 190.35 x 106 m3.

Max Runout Volume
Total
(km)
(x 106 m3) (x 106 m3)
Small
31
1
0.31
12/02/2010 to 30/10/2010
2.31
Moderate
20
2
2.0
Small
20
1
0.24
1/11/2010 to 30/4/2011
1.34
Moderate
11
2
1.1
Total:
3.65
Table 1.5.1. Estimates of volume removed from the lava dome by observed PFs since 12 February 2010.
Period

Size

Number
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1.5.2 Dome Morphology
The general morphology of the dome remains largely the same as described in MVO Report to SAC 15
(MVO 2010). Minor changes have occurred during the reporting period, related to mass wasting
processes and some PF activity.
The southern side of the dome was the least observed area of the dome. However, the chute that feeds
into Gingoes Ghaut and the White River Valley on the southwest side of the dome has deepened.
Occasional rockfall and lahar deposits have been observed in the chute suggesting that the southwest
lobes that were emplaced during October and November 2009 are still subject to some erosion.
At the head of the Tar River Valley, the large vertical face in the 2006-7 dome continued to spall large
slabs as rockfalls and the occasional PF. In early January 2011, a series of overhangs were observed for
the first time. These were well developed when observed from the helicopter on 3 March 2011 (Fig.
1.5.1a), An observation flight on 20 April 2011 (Fig 1.5.1b) showed the overhang was absent and the
face of the dome was heavily fractured. Several sets of sub-parallel vertical fractures were seen running
through the face, adjacent to where recent rockfalls and PFs had originated. The fractures, which are
several tens of metres long and possibly up to 0.5 m wide in some cases, define a series of slabs that are
likely to lead to the generation of more rockfalls and PFs (Fig 1.5.1c). Erosion below the vertical face has
continued and has further exposed the talus deposits on which the massive lobes that make up the
2006-7 dome are resting, as well as removing more talus from the upper slopes immediately below the
2006-7 dome.
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Figure 1.5.1 Views of the vertical face in the 2006-7 lava dome at the head of the Tar River Valley. A) A
series of overhangs marks the source area for rockfalls and PFs. B) The overhangs were not present in
April suggesting that had collapsed to form rockfalls and PFs. The dotted lines indicate approximate
position of overhangs labelled in (A). C) The face contains numerous vertical fractures measuring several
tens of metres high that define slabs ready to fall.
Inside the collapse scar, the accumulation of talus at the foot of the collapse scar headwall has
continued. This has occurred primarily in the southwest corner of the scar below the main source area
for rockfalls and PFs. The most significant change inside the scar was the development of a small crater
around the prominent gas vent in the floor of the collapse scar (Fig 1.5.2a). The crater is estimated to
measure 20-30 m across and was surrounded by a small ejecta blanket containing decimetre to metre
scale blocks. It is unlikely that the ejected material is juvenile as the gas vent is located in an area
covered by rockfall and PF deposits. Thus, the blocks are probably remobilised from these deposits and
entrained by vigorous degassing and/or ash venting events. On 20 April 2011, observations in the crater
made from the helicopter revealed the crater contained two smaller features that define two vents (Fig
1.5.2b). This suggests the crater is the result of activity from two closely spaced vents in the floor of the
scar. Night-time long exposure images from the remote camera at Harris Lookout have captured two
points of incandescence in the area of the crater. It is not known exactly when the crater was formed as
it was firstly clearly seen on 20 April 2011 but was not present in mid March 2011, the previous clear
views of the collapse scar. Since the crater was observed in April, it has been buried by recent PF
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activity. The strong gas plume, however, remains. Thermal images of the gas vent (last acquired end of
April 2011) continue to record uncorrected temperatures of more than 200 °C.

Figure 1.5.2 Photographs of the collapse scar obtained 20 April 2011 during a helicopter observation
flight. A) Continuing rockfall and PF activity has added more talus to the base of the headwall. Also, a
well-defined crater can be seen around the prominent gas vent in the floor of the collapse scar. B) Nearvertical photograph of the crater around the gas vent showing two smaller depressions outline by rings
of decimetre sized blocks inside the main crater.

Another significant development occurred inside the explosion crater in the summit of the lava dome.
As described in the MVO Report to SAC 15, rockfall activity had continued to fill the crater with talus,
raising the floor almost to the level of the of the northern rim of the crater (which is 90 m lower than the
southern rim). Excellent visibility on 10 March 2011 revealed the presence of a well defined ash rampart
(Fig. 1.5.3). The rampart is estimated to be approx 100 m long and up to 20 m high and is located just a
few tens of metres from the northern rim of the crater. The rampart effectively splits the summit
explosion crater into two sections.
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E

W

Figure 1.5.3 A view looking southeast into the explosion crater in the summit of the lava dome from
over the western edge of the collapse scar. A large ash rampart is clearly visible inside the crater.
Photograph acquired 10 March 2011 during a helicopter observation flight.

On the western flank of the dome, in the Gage’s Valley, there have been no significant changes. The
overhangs that mark the source area for rockfalls and PFs have migrated upslope a few tens of metres
due to the removal of a large overhang, while the chute that had been developing below has been
widened and deepened (Fig 1.5.4). Occasional PFs have descended the upper slopes and into the top of
Spring Ghaut, following a well-defined channel that has also been slightly enlarged. Just to the north of
the main source area, a second smaller scarp has also grown, though it is still much smaller and probably
less active than the main overhangs. This second overhang is the source of a small, but persistent
fumarole that appeared for the first time sometime during the last 6 months. The fumaroles on Chance’s
Peak that were first reported to SAC15 are still present and now appear to be well developed. They are
easily visible from MVO on clear days.
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Figure 1.5.4 Photographs of the western flank of the dome above Gages Valley showing the changes in
morphology between 10 November 2010 and 20 April 2011. Both photographs acquired from the
helicopter during observation flights.
1.5.3 Collapse Scar Incandescence
Since the end of Phase 5 on 11 February 2010, night-time images from the remote cameras and other
photographs taken from MVO have recorded incandescent features on the lava dome (e.g. Figure 1.5.5).
In early November 2010, several long exposure photographs were acquired from the observation deck
at MVO. During exceptionally clear weather several spots were visible to the naked-eye. The 3-4 minute
long exposures captured many more incandescent features (Fig. 1.5.5a). The headwall of the collapse
scar contains the most incandescent features, while others can be seen in the summit explosion crater,
in the floor of the collapse scar (only seen in images from the remote cameras at Jack Boy Hill and Harris
Lookout) and on the Gages side of the dome. The largest feature is the gas vent in the floor of the
collapse scar, which appears white in photographs from the remote cameras (Fig 1.5.5b). The
incandescent features on the dome are primarily related to fumarole activity and correlate with hot
spots seen in thermal images acquired with the handheld thermal IR camera (Fig 1.5.5c & d).
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Figure 1.5.5 Night-time long exposure photographs showing the incandescent features on the lava dome
as viewed from MVO (A) and Jack Boy Hill (B) along with thermal images overlaid on daytime photos of
the dome from MVO (C) and Jack Boy Hill (D). The photograph in (A) is a 203 second exposure and shows
incandescent features that are not visible to the naked eye. The photograph in (B) is a 30 second
exposure. Features labelled X and Y are the same in each photograph and are the brightest/most
prominent incandescent/thermal feature in the scar headwall. The prominent gas vent is visible as a
white feature in the image from the Jack Boy Hill camera. Features labelled Z in thermal images are the
source areas for recent PFs and rockfalls.

On 20 April 2011, excellent visibility within the collapse scar allowed for detailed observation of the rear
headwall from the helicopter. The rear headwall exposes the structure in the interior of the dome,
which in some areas, such as that shown in Figure 1.5.6a, consists of alternating layers of massive and
heavily fractured lava. Other areas of the face appear to consist of primarily massive, but slightly
fractured lava. There are also numerous fractures that can be seen extending for many metres (and
probably 10s of metres) up the surface of the headwall at an angle of about 70° from the horizontal. It is
likely that some of these fractures formed during the collapse on 11 February 2010. However, some
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appear to follow the fabric of the lava and may be a result of contraction due to cooling. In addition to
the large fractures, there are several holes in the headwall face, the largest of which is shown in Figure
1.5.6b. As can be seen in the photograph, which was acquired from the helicopter, the area around the
hole is covered by white and yellow deposits suggesting this hole is a pathway for degassing. It is
believed that this particular fumarole forms the brightest incandescent feature visible on the dome
(labelled Y in the photograph in Figure 1.5.5a).
E

W

Figure 1.5.6 Photographs of the collapse scar headwall obtained during a helicopter observation flight
on 20 April 2011. A) General view of the headwall showing the structure that consists of areas of
massive, but slightly fractured lava, as well as areas with alternating layers of massive and heavily
fractured lava. Black box shows the location of the large hole/fumarole shown in (B) that is thought to
be the brightest incandescent feature on the headwall.
The surface of the dome is a relatively cool carapace that may be no more than a few metres thick.
Beneath this, the interior of the dome would be considerably hotter. According to a thermodynamic
model of dome collapse by Matthews and Barclay (2004), after 9 months of no extrusion (calculations
were made in November 2010), surface temperatures of approximately 45 °C would be expected.
Deeper in the dome, temperatures of 140 °C at 1 m depth, of 230 °C at 2 m depth, of 470 °C at 5 m
depth, and 720 °C at 10 m depth might be expected (Matthews and Barclay, pers. comm. 2010). The
cherry-red colour of the incandescence from the fumarole in Fig 1.5.6b suggests temperatures of 500600 °C, suggesting the hole penetrates at least 5 m into the surface. The model results also suggest that
if large enough sections of the carapace were to be removed, it would be possible to expose material
with temperatures of 500-700 °C. All this suggest that temperatures in the interior of the dome are close
to magmatic temperatures and that cooling of the dome is expected to continue, assuming no more
activity, for many years to come.
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2. Discussion of activity and comparison with past activity
Similar to the SAC 15 reporting period (28 February to 30 October 2010) this six month period has been
one of low activity and no visible extrusion. Occasional degradation rockfalls and pyroclastic flows have
occurred sporadically throughout the period, along with occasional VT strings. Despite this there has
been very little change in the dome morphology or volume during the period.
The current pause (at 15 months duration) is still not the longest. Both Pauses 1 and 2 were longer in
duration at 20 and 25 months duration respectively.

Figure 2.1.1 Seismic, GPS and SO2 monitoring data for the period 1 January 1995 – 30 April 2011.
Extrusive phases and pauses are shown red and green respectively. Top: Number of seismic events
detected and identified on seismic system. Middle: GPS data smoothed with 7day running mean filter.
red: GPS Northing of station MVO1 (GAMIT processing). blue: GPS line length MVO1‐SSOUF (commercial
processing software). black: GPS Height of HARR. Bottom: Measured SO2 flux, filtered with 7day running
median filter.
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2.2 Dome Stability
Overall, the dome remains appears to have remained largely stable with no signs of large-scale collapse,
such as development of new large fracture systems, increased numbers of rockfalls and/or rapid
shortening of EDM lines, present.
There have been 33 observed PFs between 1 November 2010 and 30 April 2011, the majority of which
have occurred in the collapse scar and Gages Valley (Table 2.2.1). In the MVO report to SAC 15, there
were 51 recorded PFs.
Location
Number
Gages Valley
10
Tyre’s Ghaut
1
Collapse Scar
15
Tar River Valley
7
Total:
33
Table 2.2.1 Distribution of observed PFs around the SHV since 1 November 2010.
The headwall of the collapse scar was the source for most of the PFs and large rockfalls. RFs are likely to
continue to form from this area as it remains heavily fractured with some complex structures relating to
the emplacement of previous lobes.
The Gages side of the dome has continued to generate PFs with 10 small to moderate PFs occurring
since November 2010 (Table 2.1.1). As previously described (section 1.5.2) the overhanging face on the
Gages flank have been removed by this PF activity. This may have made this face slightly more stable,
although further PFs are likely. Wholesale collapse of the Gages lobe is less unlikely the longer the
current pause in activity continues as the warm interior continues to cool and solidify.
2.3 End of the eruption?
The three established criteria that have been agreed to define the ‘end of the eruption’ are:
 Seismicity – absence of low frequency seismic swarms and tremors
 Gas – daily SO2 rates below 50 tonnes per day
 Ground deformation – no significant ground deformation
Although seismicity is low, SO2 levels are around 375 tonnes per day (on average since the 11 February
2010 collapse) and are showing signs of increasing. Furthermore the cGPS network continues to show
ongoing slow inflation. Therefore there is no indication that the eruption has ended.
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3. Hazard and Risk
The remaining lava dome is still of considerable size. This was estimated at 190M m 3 at the start of the
pause in February 2010. Fourteen months later it is estimated that only 2% of dome has been removed
by rockfalls and pyroclastic flows. Clearly there is still a considerable hazard posed by the size of the
dome and the potential for pyroclastic flow generation.
Extensive remodelling of pyroclastic flows in the Belham valley was undertaken in September and
October 2010 with the new LIDAR generated Digital Elevation Model. The SAC 15 report made
comparisons with these modelling results and the pre-existing zone A/B boundary. NDPRAC have now
agreed the boundary location in light of the new modelling information. The new boundary includes
more of lower Friths region but less of Old Towne in Zone B.

Figure 3.1 Location of new NDPRAC approved zone A/B boundary in Friths, Olveston and Old Towne
(purple line). The green, red and blue lines are inundation limits of pyroclastic surges associated with
different computer models (for more details see SAC 15 Tech report).

4. MVO Monitoring Networks
4.1 Seismic Monitoring
The MVO seismic network has largely performed well, with no significant changes to the network taking
place during this reporting period.
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4.1.1 Instrumental changes at stations
Table 4.1.1 below lists the changes to instruments that have taken place at individual seismic stations
during the period covered by this report, and specific issues that have been resolved.
Station

Date

Details of changes

MBBY
Broderick’s Yard

25-Nov-2010

Seismometer T4343 installed at MBBY (moved from
MBWH). Retrieved seismometer T4M77, which had a longstanding problem with low-frequency noise on Zcomponent.

MBFR Fergus
Ridge

10-Feb-2011

GPS antenna cable swapped and digitiser DD37 replaced
with DB78. GPS fix acquired with correct timestamp. Longstanding timing issues at MBFR appear to be resolved for
the moment.

MBGB Garibaldi
Hill

05-Nov-2010

Seismometer T4338 (with problem of long-period noise on
Z-component) removed from MBGB site and replaced with
T4G13.

07-Mar-2011

Seismometer T4G13 (with problem of long-period noise on
Z-component) replaced with T4M77. This instrument,
previously at MBBY, was fully tested at MVO and so far is
functioning well.

25-Nov-2010

Brand new seismometer T36253 (Güralp CMG-3ESPC)
installed at MBWH. This instrument has a 60s period and
has performed well since installation.

MBWH Windy
Hill

Table 4.1.1 Details of instrumental changes at individual seismic stations between 01 November 2010
and 30 April 2011. All instruments with serial numbers beginning T4 are Güralp CMG-40Ts.
4.1.2 Ongoing problems and issues
Station MBRV at Rendezvous has experienced significant and continual problems with noise, small data
gaps and timing errors since it was re-established on 30 November 2010. The cause of these issues is
currently unknown and whether this is due to hardware issues and/or telemetry problems is still being
investigated.
Station MBWW at Waterworks, operated jointly by MVO and The University of Leeds, has suffered
significant problems after the installation became waterlogged following heavy rain in November 2010.
The instrument was reinstalled at the site in March 2011, but has continued to suffer mass problems
since, particularly in terms of being able to remotely lock, unlock and centre the instrument.
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4.1.3 Future developments
Short term goals





Upgrade of field sites and seismic installations in preparation for the upcoming hurricane/rainy
season. Work is ongoing at stations MBBY, MBLG and MBWH.
Deployment of new instrumentation. MVO currently has two new seismic instruments which
have yet to be deployed. These are Güralp ESPCD-EAM, comprised of a Network EAM (Enhanced
Acquisition Module), a DM24 digitiser and a CMG-3ESPC 60s seismometer inside a single case.
However, communications issues have been experienced when using the instrument over a
normal serial link rather than via the ethernet interface of the EAM. This problem needs to be
resolved before these instruments can be deployed in the field.
Plan to reinstall seismic station MBHA at Harris, which was destroyed during the dome collapse
event on 11 February 2010. Another option is to install one of the new broadband sensors at
MBRV.

Longer term plans
Continue the review of the seismic acquisition system, to look at upgrades to instrumentation, telemetry
and acquisition software, before the end of the management contract. In their proposal to manage
MVO, SRC and IPGP suggested that the seismic monitoring system should be reviewed before the end of
the first five-year contract. MVO, SRC and IPGP have started a comprehensive review of the status and
performance of the existing seismic monitoring system and will also consider any alternatives that might
now be available. The recommendations from this review will form part of the proposal that will be
submitted for the renewal of the MVO management contract.
4.2 Ground Deformation Monitoring
4.2.1 cGPS
Telemetered access to the six MVO cGPS stations has remained good throughout most of the reporting
period, with the exception of SPRI (Spring Estate) which suffers from interference and is thus not
permanently telemetered. Four additional receivers on Montserrat, operated by the CALIPSO project,
are available publicly and used by MVO in routine processing. Numerous regional reference stations are
used in stabilisation of GPS processing results. Three new receiver-antenna sets were purchased and are
awaiting deployment at new cGPS sites: Fergus Ridge, St George’s Hill and Redonda. The temporary
installation at Harris is awaiting a replacement crypt to protect the instrumentation.
4.2.2 eGPS
A network twelve of benchmark surveying pins are occupied episodically (for about a week every ~2
months), to extend MVO’s deformation surveying coverage.
4.2.3 GPS Processing
Processing of raw GPS data is carried out using the MIT GAMIT/GLOBK software suite.
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4.2.4 EDM
Routine EDM surveying is ongoing and incorporates a number of single baselines. Two new reflectors
have been installed on Gage’s Mountain and Upper Farrel’s Plain (close to the edge of the 2010 collapse
scar) to record deformation of Gage’s Mountain and in the volcano’s near-field, respectively.
4.2.5 Tilt
MVO has two platform tiltmeters awaiting installation. The intended test site is the clinic building at
Long Ground. Borehole tiltmeter instruments would be more appropriate for installation on Montserrat
and the potential for such a project is being explored. The largest obstacle to overcome is acquiring
appropriate drilling equipment to make a deep enough borehole.
4.2.6 Strain
Strain data are measured at the four CALIPSO stations (Air Studios, Gerald’s, Olveston and Trants) and
data are transferred to MVO.
4.3 Gas Monitoring
4.3.1 UV network upgrade
There has been some progress on the spectrometer upgrade project. All six of the spectrometers are
configured in such a way that they can be interchanged between the network and mobile modes if
needs be. A member of the Cambridge group brought down one of the spectrometer assemblies in early
May and had it field tested (Fig 4.3.1). Major inroads were made to such an extent that issues with
regards to telemetry and power have been resolved and laid to rest. The spectrometer is still at the
MVO and at present the software engineer Drew Simpson is currently working on a front end for the
spectrometer commands thus making the process a bit more user friendly. Other minor bugs are also
being remedied. At present there should another visit in possibly July at which time the MVO should be
equipped with two of the new spectrometers capable of being operated in a mobile capacity.

Figure 4.3.1 New spectrometer (flat box) being tested alongside old spectrometer at Lover Lane
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4.4 Dome Volume
There are currently two methods available for determining Dome volume on a routine basis. The first
method will utilise the new AVTIS3 instrument. AVTIS (All-weather Volcano Topography Imaging Sensor)
is a ground-based RADAR instrument designed to scan the lava dome and generate new topographic
surface datasets with a horizontal spacing of 5-10 m at a high temporal frequency. The instrument uses
millimetre waves in order to penetrate rain, clouds and ash, allowing the instrument to ‘see’ the lava
dome in virtually any weather or activity conditions (Wadge et al., 2005). The instrument is controlled
via a PC in MVO and can be programmed to acquire scans 24 hours a day. Currently, the instrument is
being installed at a test site adjacent to the MVO helipad. Following this, the instrument will be
deployed at Windy Hill, from where it will be able to scan most of the northern flank of the volcano. This
location has been chosen because it is relatively close to the dome (about 4 km), and on the assumption
that lava dome growth is likely to recommence inside in the 11 February 2010 collapse scar.
A second AVTIS instrument, AVTIS2, will also be available for use by MVO. This instrument is a mobile
version of AVTIS3 and is mounted on a tripod. This means it can be taken to other sites around the
volcano, such as those on the southern side that are not covered by AVTIS3. AVTIS2 is due to be in
Montserrat in May 2011 for approximately 10 days, during which time it will be used to scan the dome
so that the gaps in the June 2010 LiDAR DEM can be filled. Should activity recommence in a location
other in the inside the collapse scar, AVTIS2 may be redeployed to scan the active areas of the dome.
The AVTIS3 instrument will be the primary source of data on volume changes during activity.
Photogrammetry and theodolite surveys will still be used as a source of dome volume information.
Images will be acquired by the two time-lapse kits and from the helicopter, weather conditions
permitting.
4.5 Remote Cameras
Currently, MVO has two remote cameras in operation at Harris Lookout and Garibaldi Hill. The cameras
are currently acquiring images at intervals of 15 and 5 minutes respectively and require weekly visits to
retrieve the images. A third camera was in operation at Fergus Ridge until Late January.
MVO had a camera at Jack Boy Hill. In February 2011, this was moved to a new location at Harris
Lookout as more detailed images of the collapse scar and northern flanks can be acquired from this
location (Figure 4.5.1).
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Figure 4.5.1 Example image from the time-lapse camera at Harris Lookout.
During the reporting period, a number of technical problems with the Harbortronic time-lapse kits
resulted in several outages and thus gaps in image acquisition. All three kits would occasionally freeze
up. This problem was reported to the manufacturers and turned out to be a known issue. Replacement
parts were installed in December 2010. In January 2011, the camera kit at Fergus Ridge encountered a
new problem where it would acquire images at random intervals instead of the programmed interval of
every 5 minutes. Because a solution for this could not be found the kit was pulled from the field in late
January 2011 and returned to the manufacturers. The site remains unoccupied at present.
Owing to a series of networking problems the current cameras are not telemetered.
There is still a need to have a system of telemetered remote cameras. In March 2011, two new IP
cameras were acquired which have network connectivity and a built-in FTP server. The cameras stream
live video over the network and still images can be acquired. Initial test have proved it is possible to
record video from the cameras and have it saved to an external device (such as the Linux PCs used in the
previous network camera setup). Software is also available from the manufacturers that would allow
movies to be recorded on a PC in MVO when triggered by motion in the field of view. Once testing is
completed both cameras will be deployed to the field at Jack Boy Hill and Garibaldi Hill.
The rationale for acquiring the StarDot IP cameras is to use them for general observation of activity.
Each camera has a wide field of view that includes not only the whole dome, but significant parts of the
lower flanks and also the sky (Fig. 4.5.2). This would enable MVO to observe and record the
development of PFs and ash plumes in both still images and videos. The time-lapse kits will remain in
operation.
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Figure 4.5.2 Sample image from the IP camera during testing at MVO.
4.6 Thermal Cameras
The fixed FLIR (forward looking Infrared) thermal camera mounted on the roof of the MVO has
continued to be an important part of monitoring activities. No problems have been encountered during
the current reporting period. The handheld camera continues to be used on observation flights and from
various vantage points around the volcano whenever weather permits clear observations of the dome.
4.7 Remotely Sensed Data
A proposal was submitted to Astrium in March 2011 to continue use of TerraSAR-X RADAR imagery. The
proposal was accepted and acquisition of imagery should commence in May or June 2011. Initially,
imagery will be acquired every 22-44 days for both ascending and descending passes so the whole
volcano is covered. Should activity recommence, the acquisition rate could increase to every 11 days to
ensure maximum coverage.
In April 2010, an aerial photography survey, commissioned by the Government of Montserrat, was
flown. MVO has finally obtained a copy of the aerial photographs covering the whole of the volcano and
surrounding valleys. Unfortunately, due to cloud cover, the dome is not visible. In April 2011, MVO
purchased a very high resolution image of the Soufrière Hills volcano and surrounding valleys. The
imagery, acquired by the Quickbird satellite, has a resolution of 60 cm and shows the deposits and lower
flanks of the volcano in detail. Both the Quickbird image and the aerial photos will provide a useful
reference for current work on the 11 February collapse deposits and lahars in the Belham Valley, as well
as providing a base for future mapping.
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4.8 Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) Diffusion Tubes
Ground level SO2 concentrations are measured using diffusion tubes (passive samplers) at ten locations
on Montserrat, the tubes were supplied by Environmental Scientifics Group (ESG) who are accredited by
the United Kingdom Accreditation Service (UKAS). The contract with ESG was not renewed in March
2011 due to deterioration in the service provided and also cost, instead a contract was taken with
GRADKO Environmental who could provide the same service but for cheaper. GRADKO are also UKAS
accredited.
Further analysis was undertaken to look at correlations between the SO2 flux monitored by DOAS and
the diffusion tube data for the period 2004 to 2010. Although the correlation between the two
techniques is not great, the ratio plot of the two data sets showed that the two techniques capture a
similar trend in the data, which is relatively stable within a certain level of noise. A systematic change
was shown when there was a sharp increase in the diffusion tube data which led to higher ratio values.
The average concentration of the tubes at each location for the period October 2010 to January 2011
are shown in Figure 4.8.1. At the time of writing only data up to the 6 January 2011 were processed and
available for analysis. ESG have been contacted on numerous occasions for the remaining data but it is
still outstanding.

Figure 4.8.1 Monitored SO2 concentrations (ppb), September 2010 – January 2011.
Figure 4.8.1 shows that for the period September 2010 to January 2011 monitored SO2 diffusion tube
concentrations have remained relatively stable and below 40ppb, this corresponds with the low level of
volcanic activity experienced during this monitoring period. Concentrations monitored at Brodericks
steadily increased at each monitoring period, a comparison with the DOAS data recorded at Brodericks
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shows that the DOAS measurements did not follow the same trend. This is most likely due to the
differences in the monitoring methods as the DOAS technique directly monitors the SO2 flux from the
volcanic plume (8am to 4pm) which can occur at different heights whereas, the SO2 diffusion tubes
measure the SO2 concentrations at ground level from the ambient air surrounding the inlet of the tube.

Figure 4.8.2 Average monitored SO2 concentrations (July 2010 – November 2010).
As expected monitored concentrations are higher at locations closer to the volcano (Plymouth, St
Georges Hill) and downwind of the plume (Brodericks). This can seen in Figure 4.8.2 which shows the
average concentrations measured at each site for the six month period from July to November 2010.
The average concentrations at each site are scaled by radius.

Figure 4.8.3 Monitored SO2 concentrations, 2001-2010.
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Figure 4.8.3 shows the annual mean concentrations for the period 2001 to 2010, to compare to the US
annual air quality guideline of 30ppb (highlighted on the graph). This was also included in the MVO
Report to SAC 15 but has been updated to include the full data set for 2010, which shows that the air
quality guideline of 30ppb was breached only at the Police Headquarters in Plymouth. Annual mean
concentrations continue to be high in areas that are currently not inhabited therefore it is unlikely that
there will currently be no impact on human health.
4.9 Particulate Matter less than 10µg/m3 (PM10)
Hourly monitored PM10 concentrations for the period 31st October 2010 to 30 April 2011 are shown in
Figure 4.9.1. Due to the failure of the monitors concentrations at the Vue Pointe Hotel ceased on the 8th
November 2010, at St. Augustines on the 14th February 2011 and at Salem Clinic on the 31 st March 2011.
All monitors experienced the same failure that they no longer drew air in through the filter. Due to the
age of the monitors, TSI are no longer able to get the parts to fix the monitors therefore since 1 st April
2011 there has been no monitoring of PM10 concentrations on island.

Figure 4.9.1 Monitored Hourly Mean PM10 Concentrations (mg/m3)
Volcanic activity has remained low during the period 31st October 2010 to 30th April 2011. During
November 2010 some ashfall was experienced in Brades however, this was not picked up at any of the
DustTrakTM locations. Periods of high concentrations are therefore likely to be associated with the resuspension of particulate matter by human activity and/or prevailing meteorological conditions. This is
justified as during these months there were continued roadworks and transportation of aggregate in
and around both Cassava Ghaut and Runaway Ghaut areas which could explain the higher monitored
concentrations.
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The results show clear diurnal cycles with peaks above 0.05mg/m3 (dust levels raised) occurring around
13:00 ECT and troughs in the data around midnight. This is expected due to the diurnal variation in the
atmospheric boundary layer and mixed-layer height. Negative values have again been recorded by the
DustTraksTM at all locations, however it is still unclear why this is occurring but may have something to
do with the malfunctioning of the DustTraksTM and subsequent failure.
Since the monitoring of PM10 was re-instated at the MVO in March 2010 there has been a years’ worth
of data. The 24-hour mean concentrations from March 2010 to April 2011 can be seen in Figure 4.9.2.
For information the World Health Organisation (WHO) guideline value of 0.05mg/m 3 as a 24-hour mean
has been marked on the graph.
At the Vue Pointe Hotel there were four days when 24-hour mean concentrations were monitored as
being above 0.05mg/m3, 26 days at St. Augustines School and 41 days at Salem Clinic. Due to the poor
data capture (instrument failure) and also the amount of negative values recorded these values are
considered to be an underestimate. The England and European Directive limit and target values for the
protection of human health for 24-hour means is that for no more than 35 times a year may 24-hour
mean concentrations be above 0.05mg/m3. Taking this into account this level was exceeded at the
Salem Clinic and potentially also at St Augustines Primary School.

Figure 4.9.2 24-hour mean PM10 Concentrations March 2010 - March 2011
4.10 Infrasonic monitoring
Maintenance of the University of Florence infrasound array at MVO was carried out in March/April 2011
by Maurizio Ripepe and colleagues. The sensor at St. Georges Hill, MBGH, was replaced, and a new
infrasound sensor, MBGB, was also installed at Garibaldi Hill at the site of the existing seismic station.
Three other infrasound sensors, MBW1, MBW2 and MBW3, continue to be operated at Waterworks
(University of Leeds).
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Data from all of these stations is now available via the WEBOBS interface as real-time updated
helicorder plots. The infrasonic signals are first high-pass filtered above 1Hz, using the same earthworm
module that is used to create the short-period RSAM data.
There is a plan to develop a method to import data from the infrasonic array at MVO, operated by the
University of Florence, directly into earthworm and fully integrate these infrasound data into the MVO
seismic acquisition system alongside the other infrasound stations.
It has also been proposed to install further infrasound sensors to give better azimuthal coverage and
improve the ability of the infrasound array processing software to track and locate pyroclastic flows. The
seismic station at Long Ground, MBLG, has been suggested as a possible candidate site, but would
require an upgrade from the current three channel to a six channel digitiser.
4.11 WEBOBS
The WEBOBS system, installed at MVO in June 2010, continues to be developed to suit MVO’s needs.
WEBOBS provides quick access to data and automatically-generated graphics for various data streams
coming into the MVO network. A new observation logbook and observation entry form were devised
and have successfully replaced the previous online logbook.
Development of WEBOBS at MVO, to incorporate more sophisticated handling and access to datasets, is
ongoing. Incorporation of equipment management and simple issue-tracking modules in WEBOBS are
amongst the short-term objectives.

5. 15 Years on conference
MVO hosted the scientific conference ‘Soufrière Hills 15 years on’ at the Montserrat Cultural Centre
between 4th and 8th April 2011. Ninety Seven delegates from 13 different countries attended the
meeting.
There were six scientific sessions over three days with a keynote speaker at each session. In addition
there were two days of half day field trips. The field trips included visits to the northwestern edge of the
exclusion zone at Trants; Centre Hills and Silver Hills; MVO and the Belham valley and boat trips down
the western coast of Montserrat to view Plymouth and the volcaniclastic fans of the western flanks of
the volcano. The meeting was a great success.

6. MVO Operations
6.1 Staffing
There have been no staffing changes at MVO during the reporting period. However Dike Rostant will be
leaving his post as Education and Outreach officer at the end of July 2011.
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6.2 Education and Outreach
The roles of the new MVO Education and Outreach Officer include maintenance of the MVO website
and schools liaison.
An earth science week was held between 29 November and 3 December 2010 and included a public
lecture by Dr Paul Cole and Dr Patrick Smith entitled “Shake, Slosh and Slide” that covered Geologic
Hazards other than volcanoes. In addition a display was held at the Montserrat Library on MVO,
Volcanology and Earth Sciences in general. A highly successful illustrated poem competition for school
children was held and MVO received 150 entries from school children of most age groups. The winners
were invited to read out their poems at the Montserrat ‘Festival of the Word’ at the Cultural Centre in
November 2010. An MVO open day was held on 3 December 2010 which involved the attendance of up
to 30 students for periods of one hour each from all schools. From 3:30 pm the MVO was open to
members of the public, several of whom attended at this time. A similar format to that of the open day
held in 2009 was operated, with several different showcases hosting monitoring activities.

6.3 Helicopter
The contract between MVO and Caribbean Helicopters has been renewed for another year until 31
March 2012. This continues to be an excellent working relationship, although a fuel source on
Montserrat needs to be established. The current contract includes 2 hours per week minimum May to
November, 3 hours minimum per week high season Dec- April. We now receive dates when the
helicopter will come to MVO a month in advance which helps enormously with organisation.
New owners took charge of Caribbean Helicopters in January 2011. They have specified new conditions
associated with the new contract.
6.4 Volunteers
The volunteer program remains popular with three different volunteers being at MVO over the
reporting period. The volunteers, who have worked on a variety of projects have included:
Andy Norris – January-February 2011 – GIS and cartography
Mel Froude - March & April 2011 - Lahars
Jon Stone - April & May 2010 – Public perception of hazards.
6.5 Collaboration
Jo Gottsmann and others (Bristol University, UK) – Hydrological Research. February 2011
Dav MacFarlane, Scott Cassidy (University of St Andrews, UK) Cat Hayer (Reading University) – AVTIS
project March and April 2011
Brian Jones (Cambridge University, UK) – DOAS Upgrade April 2011
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Martin Palmer and Mike Cassidy (University of Southampton, UK) – January 2011 South Soufrière Hills
work
6.6 External Research Projects with significant MVO involvement
Paul Cole attended the CARIBRISK workshop at Bristol University in January 2011.

6.7 Video Conferencing
MVO now has a dedicated video conferencing facility. This is based in the Peter Francis room but can be
moved to the Visitor Centre.
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Appendix: GPS-Measured Deformation at SHV
The following set of figures shows horizontal displacement vector estimates from major pauses in
extrusive activity, for comparison with recent deformation observations (given in the main report). The
deformation recorded during Phase 3 is also shown for comparison.

Figure A.1 Horizontal velocity estimates of cGPS
stations during Pause 2 - 30 Oct 2003 17 July 2005
wrt CRO1

Figure A.2 Horizontal velocity estimates of Cgps
stations during Phase 3 - 13 Nov 2005 to 31 Jan
2007 wrt CRO1
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Figure A.3 Horizontal velocity estimates of cGPS
stations during Pause 3 - 5 April 2007 to 9 May
2008 wrt CRO1

Figure A.4 Horizontal velocity estimates of cGPS
stations during Phase 4b - 5 January to 3 October
2009 wrt CRO1
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